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ABSTRACT

We study multi ommodity routing problems in both edge
and node apa itated undire ted graphs. The input to ea h
problem is a apa itated graph G = (V; E ) and a set T of
node pairs. In the simplest setting, the goal is to route a
unit of ow for as many pairs as possible subje t to the edge
(node) apa ity onstraints. If the ow for a routed pair is
required to be along a single path, it is the well-studied
disjoint paths problem. If we allow fra tional routings of
the ow, it is known as the all-or-nothing ow problem. The
nodes in T are referred to as terminals.
In re ent work [8, 9℄, the authors obtained the rst polylogarithmi approximation algorithms for some edge routing
problems. A key idea in these algorithms is to de ompose
an instan e into a olle tion of instan es in whi h the terminals are well-linked. Informally speaking, a set of nodes
is well-linked in a graph if it does not have small separators.
A de omposition into well-linked instan es was previously
a hieved in [8℄ via Ra ke's hierar hi al graph de omposition
for oblivious routing [32℄. In this paper, we design a simple
new de omposition algorithm that is based on omputing
sparse uts in a graph. Our new algorithm improves the
earlier results for edge routing problems. Another important advantage of the algorithm is that it also applies to
node- apa itated problems. We note
that for oblivious routing with node apa ities, an (pn) lower bound is known
on the ongestion [18℄, and hen e the oblivious routing approa h annot yield poly-logarithmi bounds for well-linked
de ompositions. Using the new de omposition, we obtain a
poly-logarithmi approximation for the node apa itated allor-nothing ow problem in general graphs and node-disjoint
path problem in planar graphs with O(1) ongestion. We
also show that the ow- ut gap for produ t multi ommodity
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ows in node apa itated planar graphs is O(1), improving
upon the O(log n) bound from [28℄.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we onsider several fundamental multi ommodity routing problems in both edge and node apa itated
undire ted graphs. In ea h of these problems we are given
a apa itated graph G = (V; E ) with n nodes and m edges.
We are also supplied with a set of k node-pairs s1 t1 ; : : : ; sk tk ,
ea h with a positive integer demand di and a positive weight
wi . We all the si 's and ti 's terminals and we assume without loss of generality that they are distin t. The obje tive is
to nd a largest (or maximum w-weight) routable subset S
of f1; 2; : : : ; kg, that is, the pairs in S an be simultaneously
satis ed obeying the apa ity of the graph. We all su h a
set, routable. What distinguishes the various problems are
the di erent onstraints (edge apa ities, integer routings)
we pla e on the feasibility of a routing.
The most fundamental problem is the disjoint path problem. Here ea h pair has di = 1 and a set S is routable if G
ontains edge (node) disjoint paths Pi , i 2 S , su h that Pi
joins si and ti . When pairs have di erent integer demands
di and ea h pair has to be routed on a single path we have
the unsplittable ow problem: a set S is routable if G ontains paths Pi , i 2 S , su h that Pi joins si and ti and di
ow an be routed on ea h Pi without violating the edge
(node) apa ities. In the all-or-nothing ow problem, a set
S is routable if there exists a multi ommodity ow in G su h
that, for ea h i 2 S , di ow is routed for pair si ti .
The above problems are strongly NP-hard even in planar graphs [20, 13, 30, 27℄. For ea h of them, the strongest
upper bound omes from the natural multi ommodity ow
relaxation. We fo us on the integrality gap of this relaxation

and the resulting approximation algorithms. We restri t attention to the unit demand version of the problems (that
is di = 1 for 1  i  k), namely, the disjoint path problem and the unit demand all-or-nothing ow problem. A
grouping and s aling te hnique of Kolliopoulos and Stein
[25, 10℄ allow us to translate, within onstant fa tors, integrality gaps obtained for unit demand instan es to arbitrary
demand instan es.
The best approximation ratio known for disjoint path
problems is polynomial in n2=and
m: for edge-disjoint paths
(EDP) the ratio is O(minfn p3 ; pmg) [7℄ and for node-disjoint
paths (NDP) the ratio is O( n) [24, 25℄. These results also
establish the same upper bounds on the integrality gap of
the LP. The weakness of these bounds is balan ed by known
integrality
gaps for the LP; both EDP and NDP have an
(pn) integrality gap even in planar graphs [16℄. Furthermore, the unsplittable node ow problem with di 2 f1; 2g is
NP-hard to approximate to within an (n1=2  ) fa tor [17℄.
Re ently, Andrews and Zhang obtained an ((log n)1=3  )hardness of approximation for edge disjoint paths and all-ornothing ow [4℄, improving upon the APX-hardness known
before [16℄. Chuzhoy and Khanna have further improved
this to an ((log n)1=2  )-hardness for both edge disjoint
paths and all-or-nothing ow [11℄. These re ent hardness
results also hold for the orresponding node problems. Motivated by these negative results, the following relaxed version of the disjoint path problem is of natural interest: what
is the integrality gap of the LP if two pairs an use an edge
(node)? More generally, what is the integrality gap of the
LP if O(1) pairs an use an edge (node)? The maximum
fa tor by whi h the apa ity of any edge (node) is violated
by the routing is referred to as the ongestion of the routing.
Raghavan and Thompson showed via randomized rounding
[33℄ that an O(1) approximation an be a hieved even in
dire ted graphs if O(log n=(log log n)) ongestion is allowed.
With ongestion B , an approximation ratio of O(n1=B ) is
a hievable [37℄. However, until re ently, no super onstant
integrality gap was known for the LP even with ongestion
restri ted to 2. The very re ent work of [11℄ shows that
the integrality gap of the LP is at least (log n) (1= ) for any
onstant ongestion . Moreover, [11℄ also shows that the
integrality gap of the LP is super onstant even when the allowed ongestion is super onstant. We note here that mu h
better approximation ratios are known for spe ial lasses of
graphs su h as trees, bounded degree expanders, grids and
grid-like graphs [16, 26, 22, 23℄. In a di erent dire tion, if restri tions are pla ed on both the graph and the pairs, known
integral and half-integral results give good approximations,
see [15, 36℄ for surveys of su h results.
In a re ent work [9℄, the authors obtained a poly-logarithmi
upper bound on the integrality gap for the edge disjoint path
problem in planar graphs with ongestion 2. A key tool used
in [9℄ is a de omposition of the given instan e into well-linked
instan es. The notion of well-linked instan es an be formulated either based on a ut or ow requirement. Roughly
speaking, an instan e is ut-well-linked if the terminal set
X = fs1 ; t1 ; s2 ; t2 ; : : : ; sk ; tk g annot be separated by small
edge uts. Note that this is a surprisingly strong property
sin e the given instan e is interested in only routing the
k spe i ed pairs, while well-linkedness of the terminal set
requires satisfying the ut ondition for routability of any
mat hing on X . We note that the notion of a well-linked set

(based on the ut ondition) is losely related to treewidth
and plays an important role in the Graph Minors Proje t
of Robertson and Seymour. De omposition into well-linked
instan es to ompute approximate solutions to routing problems was rst used in the work of the authors on the (edge
apa itated) all-or-nothing ow problem [8℄; it was used to
obtain a poly-logarithmi integrality gap and approximation. The all-or-nothing ow problem was introdu ed in
[10℄. The de omposition used in [8℄ relied on the powerful
hierar hi al graph de omposition that Ra ke developed for
oblivious routing [32℄ and subsequent improvement in the
parameters of the de omposition in [19℄.
In this paper we make several new ontributions to the
above line of work, in the pro ess larifying and improving
existing results, as well as obtaining new results for node
apa itated problems that ould not be obtained by ideas
in previous work. Before we explain our results in detail,
we brie y omment on the diÆ ulty of working with node
apa itated problems. First, as shown in [18℄, oblivious
routingp for node- apa itated graphs requires a ongestion
of ( n) even in planar graphs. This rules out a polylogarithmi bound for a well-linked de omposition if we use
the approa h from [8℄. Further, as observed also in [18℄,
the maximum degree plays an important role in node problems. In the ontext of routing problems this an be seen
by the fa t that for edge problems we an transform the
given graph to a bounded degree graph (even preserving
planarity), while there is no su h redu tion for node apa itated problems. We obtain well-linked de ompositions for
node apa itated problems using a di erent approa h. However the ratios we obtain are better for the edge problems
when ompared to their node ounterparts mainly be ause
of the degree redu ing transformation mentioned above.
Our main result is a new algorithm that produ es
a \well-linked de omposition" from a given multi ommodity ow in edge- apa itated or node- apa itated undire ted
graphs. We also make the notion of a well-linked de omposition pre ise, and in parti ular, we introdu e a weighted
(or fra tional) version of well-linkedness that fa ilitates the
transformation of the original multi ommodity ow. Produ ing a well-linked set from a fra tionally well-linked set
is less straightforward in the node ase. We also distinguish between ow-well-linked and ut-well-linked de ompositions. These two notions are approximately equivalent on
any graph G, separated only by the produ t multi ommodity max ow-min ut gap in G. However, one or the other is
preferable based on the appli ation in question. The statement of the de omposition theorem requires te hni al de nitions that we give later.
Using our de omposition algorithm and several other ideas
we obtain the following results. In the following we use k
to refer to the number of pairs in the given routing problem instan e. All approximation bounds stated below are
derived by measuring our performan e against an optimal
LP solution with no ongestion. We note that the value
of an optimum solution to the ow LP (for either edge or
node problems) in reases only by a fa tor of B when a ongestion of B is allowed. It then follows that whenever we
obtain an -approximation using a ongestion of B , it is
also an (B )-approximation with respe t to the optimal solution that is allowed a ongestion of B . In this paper B
will be a small onstant and hen e we do not expli itly state
its impa t on the approximation ratio. When working with
Results:

basi solutions to the LP, we an restri t our attention to
the ase when k  m and hen e in the bounds below, log k
is O(log n).
 For the edge apa 2itated all-or-nothing ow problem,
we obtain an O(log k) approximation in general graphs
and an O(log k) approximation in planar graphs.
These
improve upon
the
earlier
ratios
of
O(log3 n log log n)
and O(log2 n log log n) respe tively, obtained in [8℄.
 For the edge disjoint path problem in planar graphs,
we obtain an O(log k) approximation with ongestion
2. This improves the O(log2 n log log n) approximation
from [9℄.
 For the node- apa itated all-or-nothing ow problem,
we obtain a rst poly-logarithmi approximation with
ongestion (1+) for any xed  > 0. We obtain a ratio
of O(log4 k log n) for general graphs and O(log2 k log n)
for planar graphs.
 For the node disjoint2 path problem in planar graphs,
we obtain an O(log k log n) approximation with ongestion 4.
 We show that the max ow-min ut gap for produ t
multi ommodity ows in node apa itated planar graphs
is O(1). Though an analogous result for the edge apa itated problem on planar graphs has been known
for some time [21℄, only an O(log n) bound was known
for the node problem [28℄.
Our result on the ow- ut gap in node apa itated planar
graphs gives an alternate O(1) approximation, albeit with
a mu h larger onstant, for the minimum quotient node ut
problem in planar graphs [3℄. Although our proof is similar
in outline to that for the edge apa itated problem that we
presented in [9℄, there is a ru ial te hni al di eren e. In
the edge apa itated problem, we an use parallel edges to
redu e to unit apa ity instan es. However, in the node apa itated ase, there is no su h redu tion whi h preserves
planarity. This was the te hni al diÆ ulty in generalizing
the O(1) gap proof of Klein, Plotkin and Rao [21℄ to the
node problem (see [3℄ for some additional dis ussion). Thus
we need to work dire tly with node apa ities. Our proof
for the edge problem in [9℄ di ers from the earlier max owmin ut gap proofs [28, 29, 6, 21℄ that rely on the metri
indu ed by the dual of the ow problem. Instead of produ ing a ut from the dual of an optimum ow, our proof
produ es a ow from a given ut ondition using the existen e of large routing stru tures. This proof has suÆ ient
exibility to generalize to non uniform node apa ities without rst redu ing to the unit apa ity ase.
1.1 Preliminaries

We work with a given apa itated graph
= (V; E; ) where is an integer apa ity fun tion on
edges (nodes) if we are onsidering an edge (node) routing
problem. We let n = jV j and m = jE j. Throughout, for
any graph G and proper node subset S  V , we denote by
ÆG (S ), or simply Æ (S ) if G is lear from the ontext, the set
of edges of G with exa tly one endpoint in S . We denote by
N (S ) the set of nodes in V n S that are adja ent to some
node in S . An instan e of a routing problem onsists of a
apa itated graph G = (V; E; ) and a olle tions of pairs
Input Instan es:

G

T = fs1 t1 ; s2 t2 ; : : : ; sk tk g. Nodes in T are referred to as

terminals. We repla e ea h o urren e of a terminal v that
parti ipates in p pairs by new terminals v1 ; v2 ; :::; vp that are
ea h onne ted to v by a unit apa ity edge. There is a lear
1-1 orresponden e between routings in the original and the
modi ed instan es. Thus, without loss of generality, we an
assume that ea h terminal has degree 1 and the pairs in T
form a perfe t mat hing on the terminals. As we will see
shortly, we an restri t attention to instan es in whi h all
apa ities are polynomially bounded; this in turn allows us
to redu e any routing problem to a unit apa ity instan e.
For the given
instan e with T = fs1 t1 ; s2 t2 ; : : : ; sk tk g, we let Pi denote
the paths joining si and ti in G and let P = [i Pi . The
following multi ommodity ow relaxation is used to obtain
an upper bound on the number of pairs from T that an be
routed in G. For ea h path P 2 P we have a variable f (P )
whi h is the amount of ow sent on P . We let xi denote the
total ow sent on paths for pair i. We let f denote the ow
ve tor with a omponent
for ea h path P , and we denote
by jfj the value Pi xi . Then the LP relaxation for edge
problems is the following.
Multi ommodity Flow LP Formulation:

max
xi

Xk xi s.t
i=1
X f (P )
P 2P
X f (P )
i

P :e2P
xi ; f (P )

= 0

1ik

 (e) 8e 2 E
2 [0; 1℄ 1  i  k; P 2 P

node problems, we repla e the apa ity onstraint by
PFor
P :v2P f (P )  (v ) 8v 2 V . We let opt denote the optimum solution value to the above relaxation. Call a path P

fra tionally routed if f (P ) 2 (0; 1), otherwise f (P ) 2 f0; 1g
and P is integrally routed. If the total ow routed on in-

tegrally routed paths is more than opt=2, then we already
obtain a 2-approximation for all versions of the routing problems onsidered here. Thus the interesting and diÆ ult ase
is when the fra tionally routed paths ontribute almost all
the value of opt. From standard polyhedral theory the number of fra tionally routed paths in a basi solution to the
edge (node) LP above is at most m (n). Therefore we an
assume that (e)  m for all edges and (v)  n for all
nodes. By making parallel opies of edges, in the following,
we assume that G has only unit apa ity edges. For node
problems we an transform G and assume that the node
apa ities are 1, however the transformation does not preserve planarity. Finally, as shown by the lemma below, we
an work with multi ommodity ows where the ow on ea h
path is (1= log n) large.
Lemma 1.1. Let f be a feasible solution to a multi ommodity ow instan e. Then there is a solution f0 for the
same instan e su h that (i) jf0 j = (jfj), and (ii) there is
a ow de omposition for f0 su h that the ow on ea h ow-

path is at least log n for some absolute onstant . By dupliating terminals we an assume that the ow for ea h pair
is (1= log n) and that the number of pairs is (jf j log n).

Consider any pair si ti with non-zero
ow fi . Let ` = dfi log ne. We reate ` new terminal
Proof Sket h:

pairs s1i t1i ; s2i t2i ; : : : ; s`i t`i by onne ting s11 ; : : : ; s`i to si and
t11 ; : : : ; t`i to ti via single edges. We set the ow for sji tji to
be 1= log n if j < ` and for s`i t`i we set it to fi (` 1)= log n.

Note that this ow is feasible and has exa tly the same value
as the original ow. This ensures that the ow for ea h pair
is in [0; 1= log n℄. Further, we an re over a feasible routing
of the same value for the original instan e from a feasible
routing for the modi ed instan e.
Now we do a ow de omposition for the new pairs and
do randomized rounding su h that the ow f (P ) on a ow
path P is rounded up to 1= log n with probability f (P ) log n
and to 0 otherwise. In expe tation the total ow remains
the same. By standard Cherno -Hoe ding bounds we an
argue that, for a suÆ iently large but xed onstant , the
probability that the ow on any edge ex eeds , is small.
Thus we an s ale down the ow on ea h path to 1=( log n)
and not violate any apa ities. Thus, the total ow is (jf j)
and the ow for ea h pair is pre isely 1=( log n) and uses a
single path. Hen e the number of pairs is (jf j log n).
Produ t Multi ommodity Flow,

Con urrent Flow

A multi ommodity ow instan e in a
apa itated graph G = (V; E; ) is given by a demand ve tor
d that assigns to ea h pair uv of nodes a non-negative value.
A produ t multi ommodity ow is a spe ial ase where d is
indu ed by a weight fun tion w : V ! R+ on the nodes
of V : for uv, d(uv) = w(u)w(v). Given a multi ommodity ow instan e, there are two quantities of interest to us.
The maximum on urrent ow for the given instan e is the
largest  su h that d an be feasibly routed in G. The
sparsity of a ut is the ratio of the apa ity of the ut to the
demand separated by the ut, and a sparsest ut is one that
a hieves the minimum sparsity among all uts. It is easy
to he k that the minimum sparsity is an upper bound on
the maximum on urrent ow, however the former ould be
stri tly larger. The max ow-min ut gap is the worst ase
ratio between these two quantities. For produ t multi ommodity ows, this gap is at most O(log k) in general graphs
for both the edge and node ases where k is the number of
ommodities (non-zero d(uv) entries) [28℄. In planar graphs
and graphs ex luding xed minors, for the edge ase, the
gap is O(1) [21℄. Given a weight fun tion on the nodes
w : V ! R+ , the minimum quotient ut is a ut that minimizes the ratio of the apa ity of the ut to the node weight
of the smaller side in the partition produ ed by the ut.
The sparsity of the produ t multi ommodity ow instan e
indu ed by w is within a fa tor of 2 of the minimum quotient
ut value for w. Approximation algorithms for omputing
sparsest uts and minimum quotient uts an be obtained
via ow- ut gaps [28, 21, 29, 6℄ or via other methods that
an give better bounds than the ow- ut gap [5, 31, 3℄.
and Sparse Cuts:

1.2 Crossbars and Grid Minors
A graph H is an h- rossbar with ongestion if it ontains a subset I  V (H ) of size h, alled the interfa e, su h
that any mat hing on I an be integrally routed in H with

ongestion . We will be spe i ally interested in rossbars
de ned by grid graphs. An r  grid is a graph Gr; with
r nodes f(i; j ) : i = 1; 2; : : : r; j = 1; 2; : : : g and with edge
set ([ri=1 Ri ) [ ([j=1 Cj ), where Ri and Cj denote the row i
edges and olumn j edges respe tively. These latter sets are
de ned as follows: Ri = f(i; j )(i; j + 1) : j = 1; 2; : : : ; 1g
and Cj = f(i; j )(i + 1; j ) : i = 1; 2; : : : ; r 1g. We all the
nodes in row 1 the interfa e of the grid. If r = then we

also all Gr; an r-grid or grid of order r. It an be veri ed
that a h-grid with row 1 as the interfa e is an h- rossbar
with ongestion 1 for edge problems and with ongestion 2
for node problems.
Our routing algorithms use grid minors as opposed to
grids. A minor in a graph G is a pair (H; ) where H is
a graph, and  is a mapping from V (H ) to subsets of V (G),
su h that (i) (u) \ (v) = ; if u 6= v, (ii) (u) indu es a
onne ted subgraph in G for ea h u, and (iii) (u; v) 2 E (H )
only if there is an edge between nodes of (u) and (v)
in G. Due to the orresponden e above, we may speak of
edges in H as being edges of G as well; if the ontext is
lear, we denote by Hv the set of nodes (v). If the graph
H above is an h-grid, then we refer to it as an h-grid-minor.
It an be veri ed that if G ontains an h-grid-minor then it
ontains an h- rossbar with ongestion 2 for both edge and
node problems.
Finally, for an edge problem, we an transform in polynomialtime, any given instan e with unit apa ity edges into an
instan e with maximum degree 4. This redu tion also preserves planarity. The transformation is done by repla ing
ea h node v of degree d(v) by a grid of order h := d(v) + 2.
This is referred to as the grid expansion and we refer the
reader, for instan e, to [9℄ for details.
1.3 Flow and Cut Well-linked Sets

We work with two notions of well-linked sets, one based
on ows and another based on uts. In our algorithms, we
need to work with fra tional versions of these on epts; we
de ne these terms for both edge and node problems.+
Given a non-negative weight fun tion ~ : X ! R on a
set X of nodes, we say that X is ~- ow-linked in G if there
is a feasible multi ommodity ow (node or edge- apa itated
a ordingly) for the problem with demand ~(u)~(v)=~(X )
between every unordered pair of terminals u; v 2 X . Note
that this
p is a produ t multi ommodity ow with w(u) =
~ (u)= ~(X ). For an edge problem, a set X is ~ - ut-linked
in G if jÆ(S )j  ~(S \ X ) for all S su h that ~(S \ X ) 
~ (X )=2. For a node problem, a set X is ~-node- ut-linked
(or ~- ut-linked if the ontext is lear) in G if jN (S )j 
~ (S \ X ) for all S su h that ~(S \ X )  ~ (X )=2, where
N (S ) is the set of nodes in V n S that are adja ent to a
node in S . When the ontext is lear, we do not expli itly
in lude a referen e to the edge or node problems. It an be
he ked easily that if a set X is ~- ow-linked in G, then it is
~ =2- ut-linked. The onverse relationship is weaker; if X is
~ - ut-linked, then it is ~ = - ow-linked where is the worstase min ut-max ow gap on produ t multi ommodity ow
instan es on G.
It is sometimes useful to work with \uniformly" linked
instan es. To this end, if the fun tion ~(u) = for all u 2
X , we say that X is - ow(or ut)-linked. Note that 1- utlinked sets have been well-studied and are also alled welllinked. As a onversational devi e, we abuse terminology
and refer to a set of terminals as being \well-linked" if it
is - ow-linked or - ut-linked for some global onstant
(whi h we do not spe ify ahead of time).
The importan e of su h linked instan es is that they form
\fra tional" rossbars with low ongestion for their terminals. This is aptured by the following.
Proposition 1.2. Given a subset X  V of nodes that is
- ow-linked in G, any mat hing on X an be fra tionally
routed with ongestion 2= .

Throughout the rest of the paper, when working with welllinked sets, we will impli itly assume that the weight of any
node is at most 1.
2.

MULTICOMMODITY FLOWS TO SETS
OF WELL-LINKED TERMINALS
Using Proposition 1.2, if a set of terminals X is - owlinked, then ( jX j) ow an be routed for any mat hing
on X . The goal of this se tion is to present algorithms that

establish a onverse relationship: given an arbitrary multi ommodity ow ve tor f for a routing problem, we an
re over a olle tion of well-linked terminal sets of weight
(jfj=polylog(n)) from them.
The transformation from multi ommodity ows to sets of
well-linked terminals pro eeds in two steps. The rst step
of the transformation is to partition the input graph into
a olle tion of node-disjoint subgraphs su h that ea h subgraph ontains a ~- ow-linked or a ~- ut-linked set of terminals. The se ond step of the transformation uses a lustering pro edure that maps a ~- ow-linked set of terminals
to a (smaller) subset of terminals that is 1=2- ow-linked. In
what follows, we rst present algorithms for onverting arbitrary ows to ~- ow-linked terminals, and then show how
to re over (1)- ow-linked terminals from them.
2.1 Multicommodity Flows to ~ -flow-linked Terminals

We rst present a transformation for reating a olle tion
of ow-linked sets. We dis uss another similar de omposition for ut-linked sets at the end of this se tion.
Theorem 2.1. Let opt be a solution to the LP for a given
instan e (G; T ) of EDP (NDP) in a graph G. Let (G)  1

be an upper bound on the worst ase min ut-max ow gap
for edge (node) produ t multi ommodity ow problems in G.
Then there is a partition of G into node-disjoint indu ed
subgraphs G1 ; G2 ; : : : ; G` and weight fun tion ~ : V (Gi ) !
R+ with the following properties. Let Ti be the indu ed pairs
of T in Gi and let Xi be the set of terminals of Ti .
1. ~i (u) = ~i (v ) for uv 2 Ti .

2. Xi is ~i - ow-linked in Gi .
3.

P`i=1 ~i (Xi) =

(opt=( (G) log opt)).

Moreover, su h a partition is omputable in polynomial time
if there is a polynomial time algorithm for omputing a ut
of value (G) times the max ow.

Proof. We give a proof only for the edge ase. A similar proof works for the node ase by onsidering node uts
instead of edge uts. Re all that all sour e and sink nodes
are distin t, and let the set of all sour e and sink nodes be
denoted by X . We start with a multi ommodity ow f for
X in G with total ow value (G) = opt. We view the ow
for ea h pair as being de omposed into ow paths. Given
a node-indu ed subgraph H = (V (H ); E (H )) of G, we let
(H ) be the total ow indu ed in H by the original ow f.
In other words (H ) ounts ow only on ow paths from
the original ow path de omposition that are ompletely
ontained in H . We stress that the initial ow path de omposition determines (H ) for all subgraphs H . Given a node
u 2 X \ V (H ) we let (u; H ) denote the ow in H for u.
By de nition, (H ) = 12 Pu2V (H ) (u; H ).

We use as a short ut for (G). We now des ribe a
re ursive partitioning s heme for onstru ting the sets Xi
and graphs Gi . Let opt denote the value of starting ow
and hen e it is xed in the pro edure below.
De omposition Algorithm:

subgraph H .
node-indu ed subgraph partition of H into
H1 ; H2 ; : : : with asso iated weight fun tions ~1 ; ~2 ; : : : .
1. Suppose 0 < (H )  log opt. Let uv be some pair
with positive ow in H . De ne ~ on V (H ) by ~(u) =
~ (v ) = 1 and ~(y ) = 0 for y 6= u; v . Stop and output
H along with ~.
2. Suppose that (H ) > log opt. Constru t an instan e of a produ t multi ommodityp ow problem on
G with marginals w(u) = (u; H )= (H ) for u 2 V .
Let  be the maximum on urrent ow for this instan e.
(a) If   1=(10 log opt), stop the re ursive pro edure. Let ~(u) = (u; H )=(10 log opt). Output
H and ~.
(b) Else, nd a ut S su h that jÆ(S )j  w(S )w(V n
S ). Re urse on the indu ed graphs H [S ℄ and
H [V n S ℄.
We next prove that the algorithm above has the desired
properties. The rst two properties in Theorem 2.1 are easy
to he k as they are enfor ed in the two terminating steps
(Steps 1 and 2a).
We now prove the last and key property. The partitioning
pro edure naturally de nes a re ursion tree. The leaves of
the tree are the graphs where we stop the re ursion either
be ause the ow is suÆ iently small or the on urrent ow
for the produ t multi ommodity ow that we set up is large
enough. Let G1 ; G2 ; : : : ; G` be the subgraphs produ ed by
the de omposition. From the terminating onditions it follows that ~(Gi )  (Gi )=(10 log opt). Thus, it is suÆ ient
to prove that P`i=1 (Gi )  (G)=2. We instead show that
the ow lost in all the re ursive steps is at most (G)=2. The
ow lost is upper bounded by the total number of edges that
are ut in the partitioning pro ess.
Lemma 2.2. In the rePursive step, the number of edges
ut is at most 10 log1opt u2S (u; H ).
Proof. We have that jÆ (S )j  w (S )w (V n S ). From
the de nition of wP, w(S )w(V n S )  Pu2S P
(u; H ). Therefore jÆ(S )j   u2S (u; H )  10 log1opt u2S (u; H ).
Input:

Output:

Let  = (Pu2S P(u; H ))=2 (H ).PSin e the total ow (H )
is at least half of u2S (u; H )+ u2V S (u; H ), without
loss of generality   1=2, otherwise we an work with V n S .
Let L(a) denote the number of edges ut in the de omposition pro ess when starting with a graph G with total ow a.
Thus we an write a re ursion for the total number of edges
ut as
L(a)  L(a) + L((1 )a) + a=(5 log opt):
For a  opt, it an be he ked that L(a)  a log a=(2 log opt)
satis es the above re ursion. Therefore L(opt)  opt=2
and hen e the total lost ow is at most opt=2.

For edge problems, (G) = O(log k) for general graphs
[28℄ and (G) = O(1) for planar graphs [21℄. For node
problems (G) = O(log k) for general graphs [28℄ and for
planar graphs this paper proves that the gap is O(1) (see
Theorem 4.4). A similar de omposition also works to obtain
ut-linked sets, based on the approximation ratio for the
minimum quotient ut.
Theorem 2.3. Let opt be a solution to the LP for a
given instan e (G; T ) of EDP (NDP) in a graph G. Let
(G)  1 be an upper bound on the approximation ratio
of a polynomial time algorithm for the minimum quotient
edge (node) ut problem in G. Then there is a polynomial
time algorithm that partitions G into node-disjoint indu ed
subgraphs G1 ; G2 ; : : : ; G` and to ea h Gi assigns a weight
fun tion ~ : V (Gi ) ! R+ with the following properties. Let
Ti be the indu ed pairs of T in Gi and let Xi be the set of
terminals of Ti .
1. ~i (u) = ~i (v ) for uv 2 Ti .
2. Xi is ~i - ut-linked in Gi .

P`i=1 ~i (Xi) =

(opt=( (G) log opt)).
For general graphs (G) = O(log k) [28℄ whi h has been
improved to O(plog n) for the edge ase [5℄ and extended
to the node ase in [1, 14℄. For planar graphs (G) = O(1)
for both edge [34, 31℄ and node ase [3℄.
Remark 2.4. In order to apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 to
node problems we need an extra te hni al ondition: for i =
1; : : : ; `, minu2G ;~ (u)>0 ~i (u)  (G) log n log opt for some
absolute onstant . One he ks that this an be a hieved
as long as we start with a multi ommodity ow where the
ow on ea h path is large enough. Su h a ow exists by
Lemma 1.1. Thus
we obtain an -node-linked instan e with
= ( (G) log n1 log opt ) and the total number of terminals
in the de omposition is (log n  opt).
3.

i

i

2.2 ~ -Flow-linked to Well-linked Terminals

The main idea underlying this transformation is to onsolidate terminals into onne ted lusters su h that ea h luster has (1) units of ow originating from it. We an then
hoose one of the terminals in a luster as its representative.
This idea was used in [8℄ for edge problems. We establish
an analogous result for node problems in this subse tion.
We use the lustering s heme of [8℄ where we hoose an
arbitrary rooted spanning tree of the graph and partition
the tree into edge-disjoint subgraphs of ~-weight (1) ea h
in a bottom-up manner. We obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 2.5 ([8℄). If X is ~
- ow-linked in G, then
there is a subset X 0  X su h that X 0 is 12 - ow-linked in G
and jX 0 j = (~ (X )).

For the node ase, we again work with a spanning tree
or a spanning forest. But the lustering s heme for node
problems turns out to be somewhat more diÆ ult than for
the edge problems in that the degree of the nodes in the
spanning forest plays an important role. In the edge ase,
the partitioning of the tree impli itly uses the redu tion to
the bounded degree ase. We need the following two lemmas that establish existen e of low degree spanning forests
where ea h tree ontains suÆ iently large weight. For node

problems, we do not normally start with a ~- ow-linked set,
but rather we use a uniformly linked set, as is guaranteed
by Remark 2.4. Thus in the following we assume that we
have -node- ow-linked sets.
Lemma 2.6. If X is -node- ow-linked in G, then there
is a tree T in G of maximum degree O( 1 +log n) that spans
X.

Proof. Let k = jX j. Let M be any mat hing on X . M
indu es a multi ommodity ow instan e with d(u; v) = 1 if
uv 2 M . Sin e X is -node- ow-linked, there is a feasible solution to this multi ommodity ow instan e in G with node
ongestion O(1= ). By standard randomized rounding,
M
an be integrally routed with node ongestion O( 1 +log n).
Let v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; vk be the nodes of X . Let M1 be the mat hing on X given by the pairs v1 v2 ; v3 v4 ; : : : ; ; vk 1 vk and let
M2 be the mat hing on X given by the pairs v2 v3 ; v4 v5 ; : : : ; vk v1 .
Both M11 and M2 an be routed integrally with node ongestion O( +log n) and hen e the union of these two routings
gives 1a subgraph of G in whi h X is onne ted and degree
is O( + log n).

In the above proof we an repla e log n by log n= log log n.
An alternate lustering that avoids the dependen e on n an
be obtained by the following result.
Lemma 2.7. If X is -node- ow-linked in G, then for any
h  2 there is a forest F in G of maximum degree O( 1 log h)
su h that ea h tree in F spans at least h nodes from X .

Proof. If X is -node- ow-linked, given any two sets
Y; Z su h that jY j = jZ j  jX j=2, there exist paths from Y
to Z su h that ea h node in Y [ Z is an end point of ex-

a tly one of these paths and su h that the number of paths
through any node is O(1= ). We use this fa t to nd the
required F . Start with a partition of X into equal sized sets
Y; Z . By onne ting Y to Z we obtain onne ted omponents that ontain at least 2 nodes of X . We pi k representative nodes from ea h of the omponents and onne t them
up again. i After i iterations, ea h onne ted omponent has
at least 2 nodes from X . Hen e, after dlog 1= e iterations,
ea h onne ted omponent has at least 1= nodes from X .
In ea h iteration the number of paths using a node an inrease by O(1= ), hen e the degree at the end of dlog 1= e
iterations is O( 1 log ).
Theorem 2.8. For
 1, if X is -node- ow-linked in
G then there is a subset X 0  X su h that X 0 is 21 -nodeow-linked in G and jX 0 j = ( jX j) where = maxf( 1 +
log n) 1 ; = log 1 g.
Proof. Let F be a forest spanning X with maximum
degree  su h that ea h onne ted omponent of F ontains at least d2= e nodes from X . We an breakup F
into node disjoint subtrees T1 ; T2 ; : : : ; T` su h that ea h Ti
ontains between d2= e and d2= e nodes from X . Hen e
` = ( jX j=). From ea h Ti we pi k one arbitrary node
of X \ Ti to form our set X 0 . 0By onstru tion jX 0 j = ` =
( jX j=). With ea h u 2 X we asso iate the tree T (u)
from whi h u was hosen. From T (u) we pi k a set of0 d2= e
nodes X (u)  X arbitrarily. Note that for u; v 2 X ; u 6= v,
X (u) \ X (v ) = ;. We laim that X 0 is 21 -node- ow-linked. It
is suÆ ient to show that we an route any mat hing M 0 on

X0

with ongestion 2. Let uv 2 M 0 . The node u sends one
unit of ow on T (u) to X (u) by sending 1=(d2= e) amount
to ea h w 2 X (u). We then reate an arbitrary bipartite
mat hing M between X (u) and X (v) for ea h su h uv 2 M 0 .
Thus M is a partial mat hing on X . By Proposition 1.2, M
an be routed using ongestion 2= in G, so we an route
1=(d2= e)- ow for M using ongestion 1. Composing this
routing of M with the distribution of ow on the T (u)'s des ribed above, we see that M 0 an be routed with ongestion
2.

subtrees, and we an route them by distributing their ow
through the luster. This results in an overall ongestion
of 2, one for distributing the ow inside the luster, and
another for routing the ow among lusters. We an obtain
ongestion (1+ ) by using node disjoint trees of size at least
d2=( )e instead of d2= e.
4.2. There is an O(log4 k log n) approximation
algorithm for the all-or-nothing node ow problem with ongestion (1 + ). The ratio improves to O(log 2 k log n) for
Theorem

planar graphs.

3.

EDGE CAPACITATED PROBLEMS

The following theorem appears in [8℄.1
Theorem 3.1 ([8℄). For
 1, if X

is -edge- owlinked in G then for any mat hing M on X , there is a polynomial time algorithm to route one unit of ow for ( jM j)
pairs in M .

Using Theorem 2.1 and the above we obtain the following.
Theorem 3.2. There is an O (log 2 k ) approximation algorithm for the edge apa itated all-or-nothing ow problem
in undire ted graphs and an O(log k) approximation in undire ted planar graphs.

Using results from [9℄ and Theorem 2.1 we obtain the
following.
Theorem 3.3. There is an O (log k ) approximation algorithm for the edge-disjoint-path problem in planar graphs
with ongestion 2.
4.

NODE CAPACITATED PROBLEMS

4.1 All-or-Nothing Node Flow
Theorem 4.1. For any xed  2 (0; 1℄, given any mat hing M on an - ow-linked set X , we an fra tionally route
( jX j) pairs
from M with node ongestion (1 + ); here
= maxf( 1 + log n) 1 ; = log 1 g. In parti ular, if X is
(1=(log2 k log n))- ow-linked, then (jX j= log4 k log2 n) pairs
from M an be routed.

Proof. We follow the proof idea of Theorem 2.8. The
main di eren e is that instead of hoosing the set X 0 arbitrarily from the node disjoint subtrees ( lusters) T1 ; T2 ; : : : ; T` ,
we use the mat hing M to guide its sele tion. As before let
d, be the maximum degree of nodes in the trees. Start with
an arbitrary pair uv 2 M . We mark the trees T (u) and
T (v ) and remove all pairs from M that ontain nodes in
T (u) or T (v ). We add the pair to M 0 whi h is initially
empty. While there are pairs left in M we pi k another
pair and repeat the pro edure0 above. It is easy to see that
ea h pair that 0 we add to M kills at most 2d= pairs
in
M . Hen e jM j = ( jM j=d). Call a pair uv 2 M 0 unsplit if T (u) = T (v ), otherwise, all it split. If the number
of unsplit pairs is at least half the number of pairs in M 0
we an route them by node disjoint paths and we are done.
Otherwise, the set of terminals of split pairs lie in di erent
1 The lustering s heme presented in [8℄ for ongestion 1
routing needs a further strengthening to obtain the result.
Full details will appear in the journal version of [8℄.

Starting from an arbitrary multi ommodity ow, Theorem 2.1 guarantees ~- ow-linked terminal sets. To apply Theorem 4.1, we need the re nement
of Theorem 2.1 stated in Remark 2.4 from whi h we obtain a de2 omposition into instan es in whi h terminals are
(1=(log k log n))- ow-linked. Let (Gi ; Ti ) be an instan e
in the de omposition with Xi the terminal set for Ti .4 Applying Theorem 4.1 to (Gi ; Ti ) we an route (jXi j=(log k log2 n)
pairs from Ti in Gi . From Remark 2.4, the total
number of terminals in the de omposition, that is Pi jXi j is
(log nopt). Hen e the total number of pairs that are routed
is (opt=(log4 k log n)). To obtain the ratio for planar graphs
we need use the improved ow- ut gap that we show in this
paper (see Theorem 4.4).
Proof Sket h:

4.2 Node Disjoint Paths in Planar Graphs

In this se tion we prove the following.
Theorem 4.3. There is an O (log 2 k log n) approximation
algorithm for the node-disjoint path problem in planar graphs
with ongestion 4.
The overall framework is similar to that in [9℄ for the
edge ase. There are however two subtelities in the node
ase that we dis uss brie y. First, as we mentioned earlier
(see Remark 2.4), in the node ase, we need to prepro ess
the LP solution using Lemma 1.1 before using the de omposition pro edure. Lemma 1.1 produ es a new instan e
and a orresponding LP solution of value (opt) and with
(opt log n) pairs; opt refers to the value of the LP solution to the original instan e. The se ond issue is whether
to use the ow-linked de omposition from Theorem 2.1 or
the ut-linked de omposition from Theorem 2.3. The reason
to distinguish between the two is that in node apa itated
planar graphs, the previously known bound on the ow- ut
gap is O(log n) [28℄ while the approximation ratio for nding minimum quotient uts is O(1) [3℄. In this paper we are
able to improve the ow- ut gap to O(1), however, as we do
not provide all the details for this improvement, we use the
de omposition guaranteed by Theorem 2.3.
Now we des ribe details of the algorithm. In the rst
phase of the algorithm, we solve the ow LP for the given
instan e and prepro ess it as desribed in Lemma 1.1. Then
we apply the de omposition algorithm given in Theorem 2.3
to to obtain a olle tion of ut-linked instan es. In the deomposition we use an O(1)-approximation algorithm for
minimum quotient node uts [3℄. From Theorem 2.3 and
Remark 2.4, with = (1=(log n log k)) and (G) = O(1),
it follows that we nd a olle tion of -node- ut-linked instan es su h that there remain (opt log n) pairs amongst
these instan es. In the se ond phase of the algorithm, we

show that given any -node- ut-linked instan e with say k0
pairs, we may route ( 2 k0 ) pairs by node-disjoint paths
with onstant ongestion.
We now des ribe this se ond phase. It is based on taking
any -node- ut-linked instan e (for any  1) and produ ing a large minor whi h we an then use to route the
terminals. We note that if = (1), we an then a tually
route any onstant fra tion of the pairs. This gives us the
following result.
Theorem 4.4. The ow- ut gap for produ t multi ommodity ow in node apa itated planar graphs is O(1).
We now return to the proofs. The following is the main
te hni al result we need to prove Theorem 4.3. It applies
to planar graphs with unit node apa ities. A apa itated
version of this result is needed to obtain Theorem 4.4 and
to generalize Theorem 4.3 to the apa itated ase; we defer
the details to the full version.
Theorem 4.5. Let
 1 and X be a -node- ut-linked
set in a planar graph G. Then there is a grid minor H in G
of size h = ( jX j) su h that h nodes of X an route to the
interfa e of H with node-disjoint paths. Moreover, we may
ompute su h a minor in polynomial time.

We remark that one approa h to nding su h a large grid
is to rst dedu e that the existen e of an -node- ut-linked
X implies that G has treewidth ( jX j) and to then apply
the following result of Robertson, Seymour and Thomas [35℄:
every planar graph of treewidth at least 6g 4 has a grid
minor of size g. In [9℄, su h a grid minor is onstru ted in
polytime, and moreover it was shown that if X is edge- utlinked and annot route a large fra tion to the grid minor,
then there is an edge that an be deleted while maintaining
that X is edge- ut-linked. This gives an indire t way to nd
a grid minor that an be rea hed by a large fra tion of X by
disjoint paths. Subsequently, Paul Seymour pointed out to
the authors that these deletable edge omputations should
be avoidable by ensuring at the outset that one hooses a
grid to whi h a large fra tion of X an be routed. The proof
below adapts the s heme in [35℄ for nding a grid minor. We
mention that other adaptions to produ e related results were
given also in [2, 23℄.
We start with an easy but useful fa t.
Proposition 4.6. For
 1, if X is -node- ut-linked
in G, then, for any Y  V (G) su h that jY j < jX j=4,
G Y ontains a onne ted omponent D su h that jD \X j >
jX j=2.
Proof. Let S1 ; S2 ; : : : ; S` be the node sets of the onne ted omponents of G Y in in reasing order a ording
to size. If ` = 1 we are done, so assume that `  2. Let j
be the smallest index su h that jX j=4  Pjh=1 jSh \ X j. If
j = `, then S` yields the desired omponent. Otherwise either Sj or [jh=1 Sh is a set Z with jX j=4  jZ \ X j  jX j=2.
But then jN (Z )j  jY j < jX j=4 ontradi ting the - utlinkedness of X .
We assume that we have some
xed embedding of G on the sphere and that X is -nodeut-linked in G with k = jX j. We also x some point  of
the sphere. A G- urve is a simple urve in the plane, whose

Proof of Theorem 4.5:

image only interse ts the embedding of G at nodes. If the
image of its \beginning" and \endpoints" are the same, then
we all su h a losed simple urve a G- ontour, or just a
ontour. The length of a G- urve C , denoted by len(C ), is
the number of nodes of G whose embedding is ontained in
the image of the urve. (In the following, we abuse terminology and do not di erentiate between nodes, edges, and
their images in the embedding.) We all a G- ontour short
if its image does not ontain  and its length is at most
:= b k=8 . For any short ontour C , removing its image
from the sphere produ es two open regions (disks). We let
ins(C ) (respe tively ext(C )) denote the region not ontaining  (respe tively ontaining ). Without loss of generality,
there is a G- ontour C whose length is 0 and whose interior
ontains the embedding of G. We seek ontours whose interior ontains at least k=2 nodes of X ; all su h a ontour
fat. In the following, we make use of the simple observation
below.
Proposition 4.7. If S  V (G) ontains more than k=8
nodes of X and jNG (S )j  , then S ontains at least k=2
nodes of X . In parti ular, any short ontour whose interior
ontains more than k=8 nodes of X is fat.
Indeed, if k=8 < jS \ X j  k=2, by -node- ut-linkedness
of X , jNG (S )j > k=8  .
Let C be a short, fat ontour. If C has length stri tly less
than we may obtain a longer su h ontour by repeatedly
applying one of two operations. The rst shifts the urve
over an edge. This de reases by 1, the number of edges in the
interior. The se ond nudges the urve into a new node, thus
in reasing its length by one { see Figure 1. If this operation
reates a non-simple losed urve, then we reated two more
short ontours, one of whose interior ontains at least k=4
nodes of X . Hen e by Proposition 4.7 it must be fat. We
may then work with this new ontour (whose losed interior
ontains at least 1 less node). If nudging does not reate a
non-simple losed urve, then the new ontour has at most
one less node of X in its interior. Hen e by Proposition
4.7, the new ontour is again fat. Therefore after at most
jE j + jV j shifts, we obtain a short, fat ontour whose length
is exa tly .

Figure 1: Shifting the

urve.

Given a short ontour
C 0 , we all a simple non- losed
0
urve J a ut of C if its image is ontained in the losed
interior of C 0 and whose image only interse ts C 0 at the
endpoints of J , and these orrespond to distin t nodes
a; b
of G. Let U1 ; U2 denote the two0 sub urves of C 0 joining
a; b. We all J a short ut of C if the length of J is less
than the minimum of the lengths of the U1 and U2 . Note
that if J is a short ut, then ea h of the two ontours, C1
and C2 , formed respe tively from U1 ; U2 and J , has length

at most 1. Sin e ins(C 0 ) ontained at least k=2 nodes
of X , the interior of at least one of these two ontours, say
C1 , ontains at least (k=2
=2)=2 > k=8 nodes. Hen e
by Proposition 4.7, ins(C1 ) ontains at least k=2 terminals.
Thus we may work with this new short ontour whose losed
interior ontains at least one less node of G. Note that we
an he k for the existen e of a short ut by a shortest path
omputation.
Thus, by the shifting pro ess and the short ut pro ess, we
may nd, in polynomial time, a ontour C 0 of length exa tly
with no short uts, that ontains at least k=2 terminals in
its proper
interior. Let S be the set of nodes in the interior
of C 0 and0 S 0 be the set of nodes on C 0 .
Let G denote the subgraph of G indu ed by S [ S 0 . Let
0
X = S \ X . We now he k if there are node disjoint paths
from X 0 to S 0 in G0 . We he k this via
Menger's Theorem
for node disjoint paths in the graph G+ obtained from G0 by
adding two new nodes s; t, where s is adja ent to ea h node
of X 0 and t to ea h node of S 0 . If the maximum number
of internally-disjoint s t paths is stri tly less than , then
there is a subset F of nodes su h that jF j < and where
s; t lie in distin t omponents of G+ F . It follows that
F separates X 0 from S 0 in G0 . By Proposition 4.6, some
omponent R of G F ontains more than k=2 nodes. Sin e
jX 0 j  k=2, R must ontain0 some node of X 0 . Note that
R is also a omponent of G F sin e otherwise it would
ontain
a node of S 0 , and hen e s; t are not dis onne ted in
+
G F.
It now follows that there is a G0 - ontour C 00 whi h traverses pre isely the nodes L := NG (R) and whose interior
ontains R. If we hoose F to be minimal, then in fa t the
ontour an be hosen so that its losure ontains exa tly
the embedding of the graph G0 [L [ R℄. C 00 may be hosen
to also be a G- ontour whose interior is ontained in that
of C 0 . Sin e L  F , jLj < ,00 and sin e len(C 0 ) = we
thus have a short fat ontour C for whi h at least one node
on C 0 lies in ext(C 00 ). We may thus ontinue the pro ess
with this smaller ontour, and start shifting and short ut-
ting on e again. Eventually we nd a short fat ontour C
su h that nodes of X an route on disjoint paths to the
nodes on C . 
Starting with C , we now follow the same argument as
used
in [35℄ for nding a grid minor. In parti ular, sin e
C  has no short uts, we have that for any two equal-sized
disjoint subsets of nodes B1 ; B2 on C 0 , G0 ontains jB1 j
node-disjoint paths ea h joining a node of B1 to a node
of B2 . We now produ e a -grid minor for = b =4 as
follows. Order the nodes on C as v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; v in say
lo kwise order. Partition these into 4 hunks of size :
Bi = fvj : i + 1  j  (i + 1) g for i = 0; 1; 2; 3. We now
nd paths onne ting the nodes of B1 to the nodes of B3 .
By planarity we a tually have that node vi is onne ted to
to node vs+i for ea h i (where s = 2 ). Then we nd
paths joining the nodes of B2 to the nodes of B4 . Clearly
the ombined olle tion of paths yields the desired grid minor of size b =4  k=32 2. We an arbitrarily hoose
B1 to be the interfa e of the grid minor. We have also seen
that X has 0 node disjoint paths to the boundary S 0 of C  ,
and sin e jS j = we have that X has jB1 j node-disjoint
paths to B1 whi h is the interfa e of the grid minor.
We now apply this result to obtain the following whi h
then implies Theorem 4.3.
0

Theorem 4.8. Let G be a planar graph and X an -nodeut-linked set in G. Given a mat hing M on X , ( 2 jM j)
pairs in M an be routed via paths su h that at most 4 of
these paths interse t any node in G.

Proof. From Theorem 4.5, there is a grid minor H in G
of size 0h = ( jX j) and subset X 0  X su h that jX 0 j = h
and X an be routed00 via node-disjoint paths to the interfa e I of H . Let X denote those terminals whose paths
terminate at the \odd" nodes of the interfa e; so jX 00 j =
(jX 0 j 1)=2. Let Y denote the mates of X 00 under M . Note
that by ut-linkedness of X , there exists at least jY j nodedisjoint paths from Y to X 00 . These paths an be further00
extended to rea h the interfa e I using the paths from X
to I and giving ongestion at most 2 on ea h node. Thus by
Menger's Theorem, there exist jY j=2 node-disjoint paths
from Y to I . Moreover, we an assume that the endpoints
of these paths are the \even" nodes of I , by0 possibly adding
an extra edge at the end of a path. Let Y denote the00 endpoints of these paths, and let Z be their mates in X . We
have thus routed ea h node of Y 0 0[ Z to distin t nodes of I
with ongestion at most 2. Let 0M be the
mat hing indu ed
on Y 0 [ Z by M , note
that
j
M j = jY 0 j. We may mat h up
the pairs under M 0 via paths in the grid, with
ongestion
at most 2. Thus we have routed a total of jY 0 j = ( 2 jM j)
pairs with ongestion at most 4.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We believe that ideas similar to those in our earlier work
on edge problems [8, 9℄ an be used to improve the ongestion bounds presented here for node routing problems. In
parti ular, we should be able to obtain ongestion 1 for allor-nothing node ow and a ongestion of 2 for node disjoint
paths in planar graphs. Combined with the re ent work of
[12℄, our results on planar graphs should extend to graphs
that ex lude a xed minor. We leave the details of these
improvements to the full version of the paper.
We thank Jon Kleinberg and Paul
Seymour for omments on [9℄ whi h helped in the proof of
Theorem 4.5.
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